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In December I celebrated my third year at the practice, the time has sailed by. 

Abid, Alex and I were on call throughout Christmas and New Year. We were surprised at 
the number of people we saw that were neither patients of ours, nor the two local 
practices who we share the emergency rota with. It would appear that dental 
emergency treatment is not always easy to access, particularly when most dental 
surgeriessurgeries were shut for four days as was the case in December 2016 and will occur 
again this year. It is worth reminding all of our patients that we operate an emergency 
out of hour’s service 365 days a year. If you belong to either of the Denplan schemes we 
offer, the cost of this service is included in your plan. 

Last year Joan and I visited several schools in the local area and as the school syllabus 
moves on to topics such as healthy eating and looking after our teeth we will soon 
prepareprepare to abandon the surgery for a few afternoons in the hope of encouraging good 
habits in our local schools. It makes a change to stand up in front of 25 eight year old 
children and tell them they shouldn't eat sweets; they could certainly be described as a 
tough crowd!

In November it was a great honour to be recognised at the National Dentistry Awards, 
the largest dental awards in the UK where I won “Best Young Dentist - London”. This was 
celebrated with a black tie dinner in the Athena Leicester. 

II spend Mondays at Guys Dental Hospital where I teach and supervise year 4 
undergraduateundergraduate dental students. I started there two years ago and have often been asked 
why I would give up a day in surgery to teach. There are many reasons but I do believe 
teaching has a positive effect on my clinical work and although the students learn from 
the tutoring, I also learn from them, so teaching is a two way process. Once taught it is 
easy to get set in your own ways. As clinical skills advance it is good to share new ideas 
as well as keeping pace with knowledge and developments, and of course, we are never 
too experienced to learn. I recently wrote an article for Dentistry Magazine on the 
positive epositive effects teaching can have on your own clinical practice. 

I would like to take this opportunity to say a very big thank you to a great many of my 
patients who have recommended me to their friends and families. I know I speak for the 
other dentists and staff when I say that having the trust of so many loyal patients is a 
great privilege. 

We look forward to seeing you at your next dental check up.

Kind regards

JonathanJonathan

We are a fully Private/Denplan Practice.
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Practice News

Welcoming a new member of staff

Some of you will have already met Emma who joined us in December. Emma is doing her dental nursing 
training with us on a Tuesday and Thursday. Emma has been working in Abid’s surgery but as she becomes more 
comfortable she will work with each of the dentists to broaden her experience and will in time take the NEBDN 
Diploma | National Examining Board for Dental Nurses.

 
TheThe NEBDN National Diploma in Dental Nursing is a General Dental Council (GDC) recognised dental
nursing qualification which covers all outcomes described within the GDC Preparing to Practice document. Since 
2008 it has been a GDC requirement that all clinical support staff hold a suitable qualification and is 
registered with the GDC.

With more obligations on businesses to comply with regulations, our administration has increased 
substantially over recent years. More significantly, the increase in the amount of routine testing and 
documentationdocumentation our nursing staff  perform in respect of sterilisation, cross infection control and water quality testing 
of the dental equipment. At our staff meeting in November we decided to take on an additional 
part-time staff member to ease the pressures on our clinical staff.  By coincidence as we were about to 
advertise Emma contacted us seeking a training position. Hugely impressed when we met her and with no 
hesitation we offered her a position and are delighted to report that Emma settled immediately and is very much part 
of the team. 

New nursing rota

FromFrom the 1st of February and for the foreseeable future the nurses have been rotating working in a different surgery 
at three monthly intervals. Each dentist has their own way of working and as more complex 
treatments are performed, we feel it is to everyone’s advantage that our nurses are confident working with each dentist 
and wholly familiar with every surgery, rather than providing cover now and then. As Emma 
progresses she will float throughout the practice to relieve staff leaving them to carry out necessary tasks that are 
often completed outside surgery hours. 

WWe believe this change will serve to strengthen the whole team and trust as always you will support us as we strive 
to improve the dental service we provide.

If you would rather pay for your dental care on an affordable monthly basis which covers all necessary dental treatment, Denplan Care 
could be for you. For more information please call the practice and our receptionists will pop some literature in the post. Denplan makes 
paying for dentistry simple. With Denplan you pay a fixed, affordable monthly amount. After that, it is our job to take care of your 
dentistry and your monthly payments cover your routine dentistry, including check-ups, x-rays and fillings. Some exclusions and lab fees 
apply.

Please note: 
Denplan is not insurance but a payment plan, however it does include a supplementary insurance providing worldwide cover for any

dental emedental emergency.  
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We are delighted to treat our regular patients’ children up to the age of eighteen for free.


